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About This Game

Neon Space is a fun and simple but at the same time highly addictive game.
The goal of the game is to drive your little space ship from one end to another, dodging numerous obstacles, solving puzzles,
opening new passages with checkpoints and discovering unique game mechanics by yourself. There are 50 levels, and there is

also a cool medal system so you can always try your best for that shiny gold medal. If the game becomes too hard you can make
it easier with your two in-game abilities slow and blink.

Slow ability- allows for the player to slow down everything except for the player itself.
Blink ability- allows you to jump a short distance. If you manage to time it right, you can even jump through some of the

obstacles in the game.

These cool little tricks will have to be used on some levels to push you a bit closer to that medal. To make sure the game doesn't
become too boring, new mechanics and tricks are being added to some levels, just to keep it spiced up through the entire play

time.
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Title: Neon Space
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Just1337 Studio
Publisher:
Just1337 Publisher
Release Date: 12 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel dual core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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this game makes me want to die.

i give it a yes/10. A few issues here and there, but has potential, good for its price and some fun mechanics! I'm sure the issues
will be resolved in later releases!

A fun silly romp with friends!. Dafuq am i playing???. Wow! I wonder who the Arkham Knight is? It can't be Jason, the Red
Hood is already in this game so it's definitely NOT him! Am I right lads?. My girlfriend says Monkey Cheese isn't strong
enough.
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Task manager to the rescue.. I took a chance on this one and was really surprised. Such a good, unique puzzler. It's disappointing
that this appears to have slipped beneath the Steam radar - since the production quality, puzzle complexity and the presentation
is top-notch. It is well worth a purchase at this price.. Its fine for a free one-time play. No surprises. Cliche. Run it then dump it.
*
GenX gamer.....signing off.... This is damn awesome. Thats all I have to say.. This game reminds me of Prince of Persia series.
A mysterious disease spread across the land where a young apothecary named Tara lives and try to find the source of this plague
to prevent it from spreading. She ventured to find a way to stop it and in her way, she met a mysterious young man who assisted
her throughout her adventure and beat the shadow lord. In order to restore peace, a Talisman must be used by the three
champions of the light: The Primordial Simurgh, Orion the Genie, and the High King of Persia.

The artwork is good, but I liked the concept art in the extra section more. They did a good job with the voice overs, usually AM
voice overs are the same, but since this one is developed by a different developer and only published by AM the voice-overs,
animation and artwork are totally different than what we always see from AM.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1563098771

In some sections, you control two characters and share the same inventory. I liked this new style of the game, it felt more like a
point&click game with all the puzzles than a hidden objects game. It only got seven hidden objects scenes, a mix between
fragmented, the usual list of names, and the others find x amount of a specific item. I didn't mind that though, sometimes
throwing a hidden objects scene after another can get boring.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1563098403

The collectibles are hard to spot, and there is no way to return to the previous scene after you progress in the game. Each section
of the story has three or four locations, once you finish collecting the items from it you proceed to the next, so most of those
collectibles can be missable. There is also a missable achievement as you have to speak with the male character and ask him
about his thoughts or certain topics, if you don't do this you'll miss two achievements.

I didn't like the journal as it doesn't give enough clues and what I should do, in one of the scenes, I was asked to collect three or
four things, they didn't write that in the journal, just giving you the main task that you have to open a gate! And when you ask
the person who gave you the task, he will not repeat it! This will only give you one option which is using the hint button (It
doesn't effect on any of the achievements unless you use it during a mini-game or hidden objects scene)
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1563097791

Pros:
+Beautiful visuals and locations design.
+Good soundtracks.
+Good voice-overs.
+Well drawn hidden objects scenes. (There are only seven scenes)
+Variety of puzzles.
+Fast traveling map.
+Collectibles.
+Steam achievements.

Cons:
-Short game.
-No Bonus chapter.

I enjoyed this short adventure, especially the alchemy part the simurghs design, they are adorable. Recommended only with a
good sale.
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\ud835\udc36\ud835\ude29\ud835\udc5c\ud835\udc56\ud835\udc50\ud835\udc52. Well the thing is the game as it is is
great im just to bad. Reacting at this speed is pretty hard but ill keep training. So many emotions... both good and bad.
What definitely makes this game wonderful is the unique setting and mechanics.
Unfortunately, there is no option for "additional level-ups", and some skills prove almost useless during battles.
The game is really hardcore for casual players... but for all others, it can become a great experience.
8/10.. This is the best "skin pack" IMO, and pretty much just because of the stats on the bird which offer massive sprint,
health and weight boosts. It also makes healing more effective so you can just use the green plants without even having
to craft bandages. It's so good I almost feel like I'm cheating.

The hat's stats are equal to the pumpkin mask which you can craft early on and the helmets from the other DLC's. They
all look stupid IMO so I put one of the crafted helmets on the appearance tab anyway.

The sword would make a good early-mid game weapon and after upgrading is comparable to the katana which you can't
find until level 25ish. At level 35 I'm still using the katana over the sword from this DLC though.

I think I could only justify buying this for myself after having spent merely $5 on H2S2 while it was on sale.. Into the
War is the Plan 9 From Outer Space of team based first person shooters.
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